ABSTRACT In traditional cloud storage systems, attribute-based encryption (ABE) is regarded as an important technology for solving the problem of data privacy and fine-grained access control. However, in all ABE schemes, the private key generator has the ability to decrypt all data stored in the cloud server, which may bring serious problems such as key abuse and privacy data leakage. Meanwhile, the traditional cloud storage model runs in a centralized storage manner, so single point of failure may leads to the collapse of system. With the development of blockchain technology, decentralized storage mode has entered the public view. The decentralized storage approach can solve the problem of single point of failure in traditional cloud storage systems and enjoy a number of advantages over centralized storage, such as low price and high throughput. In this paper, we study the data storage and sharing scheme for decentralized storage systems and propose a framework that combines the decentralized storage system interplanetary file system, the Ethereum blockchain, and ABE technology. In this framework, the data owner has the ability to distribute secret key for data users and encrypt shared data by specifying access policy, and the scheme achieves fine-grained access control over data. At the same time, based on smart contract on the Ethereum blockchain, the keyword search function on the cipher text of the decentralized storage systems is implemented, which solves the problem that the cloud server may not return all of the results searched or return wrong results in the traditional cloud storage systems. Finally, we simulated the scheme in the Linux system and the Ethereum official test network Rinkeby, and the experimental results show that our scheme is feasible.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of internet technology, cloud storage has become an important business model in our daily life. It has provided different kinds of data storage services for individuals and enterprises, making it possible for users to access Internet resources and share data at anytime and anywhere, it has brought great convenience to our lives. Such cloud storage systems has been very successful and has gained increasing acceptance, however, as such kind of systems only depends on a large company with a strong storage capacity to store and transmit data, in which the large company is regarded as a trusted third party, it inevitably inherits the single point of failure drawback of relying on third party services. Even if cloud storage systems are backed up for data availability, cloud storage services providers may still suffer from certain factors of force Majeure (such as political censorship) lead to users will not be able to access their own data. In addition, with the development of storage technology, the cost of storage devices has become smaller and smaller. The cost of centralized cloud storage services comes mainly from employee wages, legal costs, and data center rentals, etc. These fixed costs are unchanged or gradually increased. The price of the centralized cloud storage services will be higher.
From the above point of view, the future needs a decentralized storage approach to provide people with data storage and sharing services. It does not need to trust that third parties will honestly transmit and store data for us, nor does it need to worry about data being inaccessible. Fortunately, with the advent of Bitcoin, its underlying technology blockchain can bring an elegant implementation to such decentralized storage systems. The emergence of the blockchain has enabled us to connect the P2P cryptocurrency with storage space, bandwidth, CPU power, etc. Imagine that we can lease free extra hard disk space over the internet and get a return on cryptocurrency [1] . Users don't have to worry that they won't be able to access their own data, because the availability of data can be guaranteed by smart contracts deployed on the blockchain, and they just have to pay a regular fee for the data they have stored.
In traditional cloud storage systems, if users want to secretly share data stored in a third-party cloud server, a technology is needed to achieve access control over data that can only be accessed and decrypted by a specific user. Driven by this demand, the attribute-based encryption mechanism [2] (ABE) was proposed and rapidly developed. Through this mechanism, the data owner can specifies the data access policy based on the user's identity and attributes to achieve finegrained access control over data. Almost all ABE encryption schemes require a trusted private key generator (PKG) to setup the system and distribute the corresponding secret key for users [3] . There are a lot of problems with such a system. Firstly, it is difficult to find a trusted PKG in reality. Secondly, such a system has the problem of the key abuse, the ownership of users data is not controlled in their own hands. The PKG has the ability to decrypt all data in the server, and PKG may leak users data for reasons such as certain interests or political censorship, etc. Once the data owner loses its own secret key, he can't even decrypt his own data, and PKG can still decrypt the users data. In practical applications, there are situations where we need data owner to have the ability to control their own data and distribute secret key for users. For example, a data manager in a hospital should be able to distribute secret key for his doctors and related staff so that they can access different levels of data according to their position.
To better protect the privacy and availability of data, we should transfer data storage and sharing from the centralized cloud storage systems to the decentralized storage systems, which have a lower prices than traditional cloud storage, the advantage of large data throughput, but also the need to stop worrying about single point of failure. In the existing decentralized storage systems, it is very simple to implement encryption and storage of data, but how to address the secretly sharing of data is an urgent problem to be solved. In this paper, we propose a framework that can achieve fine-grained access control over data in decentralized storage systems, and search the data based on the interesting keywords.
The contributions of this paper are as follow:
(1) We propose a framework that combines the decentralized storage system IPFS, the Ethereum blockchain, and attribute-based encryption(ABE) technology to achieve finegrained access control over data in decentralized storage systems. The data owner is the only one who controls his own data, trusted PKG is not needed in our system, and the data owner has the ability to distribute secret key for data users, which is more flexible than the traditional ABE schemes. At the same time, the Ethereum blockchain is used to manage the users secret key, the problem of key management in the traditional ABE schemes is solved. When a user forgets his own secret key, he only needs to read the corresponding transactions data from the Ethereum blockchain, and decrypts it to get its own secret key information.
(2) Through the building of encrypted keyword indexs for the shared file, the encrypted keyword indexs information is stored on the Ethereum blockchain, furthermore, the smart contract is deployed on the Ethereum blockchain to implement the keyword search in the decentralized storage systems. Once the smart contract is deployed, it will operate in good faith and in accordance with the logic of the smart contract, and only if the users retrieves the correct search results, the service fee will be paid. The problem that search service providers may not return search results honestly in traditional cloud storage is solved in our scheme.
(3) Under the Ubuntu Linux system, a simulation of the system scheme is carried out through the Ethereum official test network Rinkeby, and the corresponding performance and cost were analyzed.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II consist of related work, Section III review the preliminaries used throughout this paper. In Section IV, the system model is described in detail. A case study is presented in Section V, and the performance and security analysis is discussed in Section VI. Finally, the conclusion and future direction is presented.
II. RELATED WORK A. BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY
In recent years, decentralized cryptocurrency (such as Bitcoin [4] , Ethereum [5] , Zcash [6] , etc.) have become hot, and the blockchain technology as the underlying technology of cryptocurrency has been paid to more and more attention. Nowadays, the blockchain has been playing a major role in the financial field [7] . In addition, it has been found to be useful in many other non-financial fields. Such as: decentralized supply chain [8] , identity-based PKI [9] , decentralized proof of document existence [10], decentralized IOT [11] , decentralized storage [12] - [14] , etc.
In order to allow data owner to own and control their own data, a personal data management system based on blockchain technology [15] has been proposed, the system can get better protection of the privacy of users data. In order to solve the problem of data privacy in IOT systems, a blockchain architecture system for IOT [16] was proposed, in which attribute-based encryption (ABE) technology is used to implement data access control. For the purpose of solving the security and privacy issues that hinder the development of big data, a blockchain-based access control framework for enhancing the security of big data platforms [17] was proposed.
Decentralized storage systems (such as IPFS [13] , Storj [12] , Sia [18] , etc.) do not rely on a central service provider, allowing users to store files to storage nodes that rent out free storage space. These systems use blockchain 38438 VOLUME 6, 2018 as their core structure. As a content-addressed decentralized storage platform, IPFS uses Filecoin [14] as an incentive layer to incent nodes to provide storage and retrieval services. We noticed that IPFS does not provide a strong privacy cryptographic algorithm interface for user-uploaded files. In contrast, the Storj platform provides an end-to-end encryption approach, and stores cryptographic hash fingerprint of file on the blockchain while providing a method of verifying file integrity. The Sia platform combines blockchain technology with a peer-to-peer storage network, splits the uploaded file into multiple file segments, and encrypts each segment. The file ciphertext is sent to the nodes that provide storage service through smart contracts. The users pays Siacoin for the storage service, and the storage nodes periodically submits a file proof of storage to prevent the storage node from deleting the stored file.
B. ATTRIBUTE-BASED ENCRYPTION TECHNOLOGY
In traditional cloud storage, attribute-based encryption technology [2] can achieve fine-grained access control over data. In this technique, attributes are used instead of identities. Data owner can assign the users groups that can access the data by setting an access policy. Only the users whose attributes set meet the access policy can access the data. Since attribute-based encryption technology was proposed, many research works have been done in many ways driving by actual needs, and have achieved many significant research results. For example, in a practical application, if the users attributes change, the corresponding users secret key must also be changed accordingly, so attribute revocable attribute-based encryption schemes [19] - [22] are proposed; as access policies may be revealed important privacy information of users, attribute-based encryption schemes with hidden access policy [23] , [24] were proposed; in many commercial application scenarios, multiple attribute authorities are required for attribute distribution and management, so multi-authority attribute-based encryption schemes [25] - [27] has been developed. In addition, with the widespread application of mobile devices with limited computing and storage resources, outsourced decryption in attribute-based encryption schemes [28] , [29] are proposed.
At present, attribute-based encryption technology has been well developed and applied in traditional cloud storage systems, but there is no research project to achieve fine-grained access control over data in decentralized storage systems.
C. KEYWORD SEARCHABLE TECHNOLOGY IN DECENTRALIZED STORAGE SYSTEMS
In 2000, Song et al. [30] first proposed a one-to-one symmetric searchable encryption mechanism. In traditional cloud storage systems, searchable encryption technology has obtained a lot of research results. Such as: public key searchable encryption [31] , searchable encryption supporting multiple keywords [32] , [33] and so on.
After the emergence of the blockchain, many scholars began to study how to transfer the traditional data storage and sharing to the decentralized storage systems. Li et al. [34] proposed a searchable symmetric encryption scheme using the Bitcoin blockchain system. In this scheme, users data and encrypted keyword indexes are split and stored on the blockchain, but a large amount of data storage will cause the expansion of the blockchain, and it cannot achieve finegrained access control over data. Cai et al. [35] proposed a trustworthy and privacy keyword search scheme in encrypted decentralized storage. The scheme combines an efficient dynamic searchable encryption scheme with blockchain to solve the problem of fairness between the client and the service nodes. Do and Ng et al. [36] proposed a decentralized storage system using blockchain technology and a privacy keyword search scheme in the system. Jiang et al. [37] proposed a blockchain-based privacy keyword search scheme in decentralized storage, which implements oblivious keyword search in the decentralized storage systems. In these schemes, the relatively mature decentralized storage systems have not been used, and these schemes are still in the theoretical stage. The feasibility and stability have not been validated.
III. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we review some of the relevant background knowledge and related knowledge that will be used in this paper. Table. 1 presents some of the notations used throughout the paper. A. ATTRIBUTE-BASED ENCRYPTION 1) BILINEAR MAPPING Let G 0 and G T be cyclic multiplicative group of big prime order p, g be a generator of G 0 , and we denote the identity of G T as 1. We callê : G 0 × G 0 → G T a bilinear pairing [38] ifê : G 0 × G 0 → G T is a map with the following properties: 
B. BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY AND ETHEREUM 1) BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY
In 2009, Bitcoin [4] came into the world as a decentralized cryptocurrency, its enabler blockchain technology attracting a lot of attention. In the last few years, academia and industry have conducted extensive research on it and found that it not only can be used as a decentralized payment system, but also can be used in many industries [39] (e.g., financial, medical, public utilities, identity management, asset registration, government agencies, etc.) to play an important role. The blockchain is a distributed database that records all the transactions that have occurred in the peer-to-peer network. All participants in the network hold the same copy of the database. In this network, there is no central authority and there is no single node can control the entire network. As shown in Fig. 1 , the blockchain is essentially a series of linked data blocks. Blocks are added to the blockchain by a consensus among most nodes in the system. Each block contains a block header and a series of transactions, each block header contains the link pointers of the block headers of the previous block, the merkle root of the tree-like transaction information, and a timestamp. In this way, the blocks are linked together in chronological order. The cryptography hash algorithm ensures that the transaction data in each block is immutable, and the linked blocks in the blockchain cannot be tampered.
2) ETHEREUM
Ethereum [5] , [40] , [41] is a new decentralized application platform of smart contract, and it is developed from Bitcoin. In the Bitcoin system, the transaction operations are performed by a stack-based non-Turing complete scripting language, which can only support simple logic, thus limiting its application in many fields. Ethereum is usually described as a Bitcoin-like programmable system with the Turing complete scripting language. Compared to the Bitcoin system, its innovation is that it is a programmable blockchain. The platform supports the application of Turing complete, allowing users to create, deploy and run smart contracts on the blockchain. Once the contract is deployed, it can be automatically executed according to the agreed logic of smart contracts. Ideally, there is no downtime, censorship, fraud, and third-party intervention and other issues. We briefly summarize the main elements of the Ethereum platform as follows:
3) ETHEREUM ACCOUNT
In the Ethereum platform, there are two main types of accounts: External Owned Accounts (EOA) and Contract Accounts, both of which are identified by a 20-bytes hexadecimal string, such as: 0xe4874f5a6077b6793de633f52b5ff112 aec012de. The EOA is controlled by the external users private key. It has a corresponding balance and Nonce field. It can send a transaction to transfer the ether to another address or trigger the execution of the contract code. The contract account is controlled by the code stored in the account. In addition to the balance and Nonce, it also has a code and storage space associated with it. In this paper, we stored the encrypted keyword indexs into the contract account's storage space.
4) ETHER AND GAS
Ether are the token used in the Ethereum platform. The Ethereum blockchain implements a smart contract running environment, known as the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM). When the code in the contract is triggered by a transaction or message, each miner node in the network (the miner node receives, broadcasts, verifies, and executes the transactions in the Ethereum network) runs EVM as part of the block validation protocol. They will verify each transaction covered in the block and run the code triggered by transaction in EVM, perform the same calculations and store same values. Each operation in the EVM has a specific consumption, which is counted by the unit gas. Gas can be purchased through the ether, and the sender of the transaction needs to pay for ether for the operations he wants to perform (computing, data storage, etc.). The actual transaction cost is calculated as ether = Gas Used * Gas Price.
5) TRANSACTIONS AND MESSAGES
An Ethereum transaction is a signed data packet that allows you to transfer ether from one account to another. In addition to transferring ether, it is also possible to trigger the execution of the code in the smart contract through the transaction. A transaction consists of account Nonce, address of recipient, Gas price, Gas limit, ether value transferred, sender's signature, optional additional data fields. In the transaction structure shown in Fig. 2 , the Data field can be put into any data that the transaction sender wants to put. In the scheme, we will attach some key data, such as the ciphertexts of users attributes secret key and file location, to the transaction and store it on the Ethereum blockchain, forming an unchangeable record. These key data are assembled in JSON format and then encoded as hexadecimal embedded into the Data field of the transaction. The data can be read and parsed through the JSON API interface eth_getTransactionByHash provided by Ethereum official.
An Ethereum message is similar to Ethereum transaction, except that the message can only be sent from one contract to another. Through the sending of a message, it is also possible to trigger the execution of the relevant code in the receiving contract account.
6) MINING AND PROOF OF WORK
On the Ethereum blockchain network, mining is a process that includes new blocks to the blockchain. Miners use proof of work (POW) algorithms to add blocks to the blockchain by packaging newly generated transactions. The POW algorithm in the Ethereum is called Ethash (a modified DaggerHashimoto algorithm). The difference between this algorithm and the POW algorithm in the Bitcoin system is that it is memory-intensive and largely eliminates the threat of computational power centering. The miner solves a very difficult cryptography puzzle by constantly trying to assemble blocks and new random numbers until the correct random number is found. The miner will broadcast this block to the network, other nodes will verify the correctness of the block and the transactions it contains. After the verification is passed, the block is added to the blockchain. The security of the Ethereum platform depends on the mining and POW algorithm. Mining has enabled the nodes in the entire Ethereum network to reach consensus on tamper resistance. None of the participants can deceive other nodes.
7) SMART CONTRACTS
Smart contracts [5] , [41] are a kind of computer protocols that can be self-executed and self-verified once formulated and deployed without the need for human intervention. From a technical point of view, a smart contract can be considered as a computer program that can autonomously performs all or part of the contract-related operations and produces corresponding evidence that can be verified to demonstrate the effectiveness of the contract operation. Before the smart contract was deployed, all related logic processes associated with the contract were already established. In the Ethereum blockchain, a smart contract is a special account with associated code. The deployment process is shown in Fig. 3 . After the smart contract is compiled into EVM byte code and deployed on the Ethereum blockchain, the contract address and Application Binary Interface(ABI) need to be recorded, and we can interact with the contract through the contract address and ABI. In the scheme, we use smart contracts to store encrypted keyword indexs and some related data, and guarantee the fairness of search. In the environment that does not require a trusted third party, the users deposits the service fee into the contract, and the smart contract helps users to retrieve. Only when the correct result is retrieved, the service fee will be deducted from the contract. It solves the problem that searcher deliberately not returning the result or returning the wrong result in order to save resources in traditional cloud storage schemes. 
C. IPFS
Interplanetary File System(IPFS) [13] is a peer-to-peer distributed file system that seeks to connect all computing devices with the same system of files. IPFS provides a high-throughput content-addressed block storage model, with content-addressed hyperlinks. It combines technologies such as distributed hash tables (DHT), an incentivized block exchange, and a self-certifying namespaces, etc. At the same time, IPFS has no single point of failure, and nodes do not need to trust each other. The advantage of IPFS over existing cloud storage is that there is no central server, and the data is distributed and stored in different places of the world. In some way, the use of IPFS is similar to the way we use the Web today. Uploading a file to the IPFS system will obtain a VOLUME 6, 2018 unique file cryptographic hash string through which file can be retrieved. The hash string can be understood as a Uniform Resource Locator (URL) in the Web. We will refer to the hash string as the file location in the following. In practical applications, blockchain are not suitable for storing large files (video, audio, etc.) due to block bloated and transaction fees. In the scheme, therefore, we store the encrypted file in the IPFS. A few metadata are stored on the Ethereum blockchain. Only when the users attributes set meets the access policy defined by the data owner, the users will able to read the data from the Ethereum blockchain and decrypt the file location, download the encrypted file from the IPFS via the file location, and then decrypt it.
IV. SYSTEM MODEL
The system consists of the following two entities:
Data owner(DO): DO is a person or organization that owns a series of files to share.
Data user(DU ): DU are DO s data clients that are authorized to view some of the file.
The miners on the Ethereum blockchain and the storage nodes in IPFS are not considered here. The double arrow pointing to the smart contract indicates that the smart contract is deployed on the blockchain. To illustrate this clearly, draw it separately. The system framework is shown in Figure 4 : The corresponding description of each step number in the Fig. 4 is shown as follows:
1 DO setups the system. The system master key is encrypted and then it is embedded into an Ethereum transaction.
2 DO deploys a smart contract on the Ethereum blockchain.
3 DU sends a registration request to DO. 4 DO generates secret key for DU , and uses the shared key to encrypt the secret key and embed the encrypted secret key into an Ethereum transaction.
5 DO sends the transaction id related to secret key, smart contract address, smart contract ABI and smart contract source code to DU through a secure channel. 6 DO selects a keyword set from the shared file, and uses AES algorithm to encrypt the file and uploads it to IPFS.
7 DO records the file location returned by IPFS. 8 DO uses a selected AES key K to encrypt the file location, and uses a selected ABE algorithm to encrypt AES key K . Then selects a AES key K 1 to encrypt these information and embeds it into an Ethereum transaction.
9 DO records the id of the Ethereum transaction and AES key K 1 .
10 DO generates encrypted keyword indexs and stores it to the smart contract.
11 DU reads transaction data related to secret key from the Ethereum blockchain.
12 DU uses the shared key to decrypt transaction data, then gets secret key. 13 DU generates search token and invokes the smart contract.
14 The smart contract searches according to the token and returns the relevant results.
15 DU reads relevant transaction data based on search results returned by smart contracts; 16 DU decrypts the transaction data. 17 DU downloads encrypted file from IPFS. 18 DU decrypts the encrypted file. In our work, the system model consists of six algorithms given below:
• Setup(1 λ ) → (PK , MK ): The system setup algorithm is run by DO. It takes as input security parameter λ. It outputs system public parameter PK and system master key MK . Since PK is public, DO can publish it on media(e.g., website or public database). DO encrypts the system master key, and embeds it into an Ethereum transaction. DO deploys a smart contract on the Ethereum blockchain. The contract is used to store encrypted keyword indexs and provide search service for DU . As shown in step 1 2 of the Fig. 4 of system framework. When DU sends a registration request to DO, DO first authenticates the identity of DU . After the identity is satisfied, DU is assigned the corresponding attributes set S. The DU s Ethereum account address is added as an authorized user in the smart contract. Then, DO generates secret key for as follows:
The user registration algorithm is run by DO. It takes as inputs system master key MK and DU s attributes set S. It outputs secret key SK s and SK d . The DU s secret key is encrypted using AES algorithm and embedded into an Ethereum transaction (where the encryption key is the shared key generated by the Diffie-Hellman key exchange protocol [42] ), then DO sends the transaction id and smart contract address, smart contract ABI, smart contract source code to DU through a secure channel. As shown in step 3 4 5 of the Fig. 4 of system framework.
• Encrypt: The encrypt algorithm is run by DO. It consists of the following three sub-algorithms.
The file encrypt algorithm takes as input the shared file F. It outputs file ciphertext CT F , file encryption key K and a keyword set kw. DO selects a keyword set kw from the file, selects AES key K from the key space, encrypts the file F, uploads the ciphertext CT F to IPFS, and records the file location h location returned by IPFS. As shown in step 6 7 of the Fig. 4 of system framework. 2) KeyEncrypt(PK , K , h location , P) → CT md : The key encrypt algorithm takes as input system public parameters PK , file encryption key K , file location h location and access policy P. It outputs ciphertext CT md . DO uses K to encrypt h location as CT l , and uses a selected ABE algorithm to encrypt file encryption key K , that is, it uses system public parameters PK and access policy P to encrypt K as CT k . DO randomly selects AES key K 1 from key space to encrypt CT l and CT k as CT md , embed these encrypted information into an Ethereum transaction, record the transaction id and K 1 after the transaction was approved.
As shown in step 8 9 of the Fig. 4 of system framework. 3) IndexGen(kw, MK ) → index: The index generation algorithm takes as input a keyword set kw and system master key MK . It outputs encrypted keyword indexs index. DO builds encrypted keyword indexs index based on the keyword set kw, and stores index to the smart contract. As shown in step 10 of the Fig. 4 of system framework.
• TokenGen( kw, SK s ) → token: The token generation algorithm is run by DU . It takes as input a keyword kw and secret key SK s . It outputs search token token. DU reads the transaction data associated with its own secret key from the Ethereum blockchain, and decrypts it to obtain secret key SK s and SK d . DU generates search token token based on the keyword of interested kw, and invokes smart contract to search. As shown in step 11 12 13 of the Fig. 4 of system framework.
• Test(token, index) → result: The match test algorithm is run by smart contract. It takes as input search token token and encrypted keyword indexs index. It outputs matched result result. The smart contract will match according to the DU passing arguments token. If the match is success, the set of relevant transactions id and the set of corresponding key matching the success will be returned. As shown in step 14 of the Fig. 4 of system framework.
• Fig. 4 of system framework.
V. CASE STUDY
Our proposed framework can be directly used by combining with most symmetric searchable encryption schemes and ABE schemes to achieve fine-grained access control in decentralized data storage and sharing. Since there is a corresponding cost for storing data on the Ethereum blockchain, it should be noted that the ABE ciphertext of the scheme should be as short as possible when selecting the ABE scheme, which can reduce corresponding costs. In the keyword search function, in order to make smart contracts perform as few calculations as possible, most symmetric searchable encryption schemes with less computation can be used, such as the searchable encryption scheme of inverted index type used in [43] . In the case study, in order to prevent anyone from being able to call smart contracts for search, we have added a set of authorized users in the smart contracts. Unauthorized user's search requests will be rejected by smart contracts. In order to verify the feasibility of the scheme, we modified the scheme of in [38] to test. The scheme in [38] supports the AND gate access policy for multiple attribute values and wildcards, and the ciphertext length is a constant size. At the same time, our scheme is designed to ensure the fairness of search by the smart contract to execute search process. At present, as the cost of bilinear pairing operation in the smart contract is very expensive, therefore, the search in the smart contract is more practical to choose less calculation of symmetric searchable encryption algorithm. For a simple testing, our keyword search algorithm is built with an inverted index for keyword.
A. CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION
• Setup(1 λ ) → (PK , MK ): Let G 0 and G T be two cyclic multiplicative groups of big prime order p. Suppose g is a generator of G 0 andê :
Assume there are n attributes in universe and the attribute set is U = {ω 1 , ω 2 , · · · , ω n }. Each attribute has multiple values, and suppose S i = {v i,1 , v i,2 , · · · , v i,n i } is the multi-value set for ω i and |S i | = n i . Define two collision-resistant hash functions
l . Also, DO chooses x, y ∈ R Z * p , and com-
≤ n i . Finally, the system public parameter is published as PK = <p, g, {X i,k i , Y i,k i } 1≤i≤n,1≤k i ≤n i >, and the master key is MK = <x, y>. DO encrypts the system master key MK =< x, y > by using its own Ethereum account public key, and embed it into transaction TX mk , then broadcast TX mk to the Ethereum blockchain. When TX mk are included in the Ethereum blockchain block, DO compiles and deploys a smart contract for storing encrypted keyword indexs and performing search operations. After the contract is successfully deployed, record the contract account address and the ABI of the contract.
• UserRegistration(MK , S) → (SK s , SK d ): When a user sends a registration request, he need to submit his own Ethereum account public key. The DO authenticates the user's identity and assigns appropriate attributes set S for the user, then adding the user's account address to the set of authorized users the smart contract. DO chooses sk ∈ R Z * p for the user. Then for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, suppose S i = v i,k i , DO computes:
Finally, the corresponding attribute secret key is
DO calculates the shared key based on the Ethereum account public key submitted by the user(Diffle-Hellman key exchange protocol [42] ), and obtains CT usk by using AES algorithm to encrypt SK d and SK s . DO embeds CT usk into the transaction TX usk , and broadcasts TX usk to the Ethereum blockchain. DO transmits his Ethereum account public key, transaction id, user's attributes set, smart contract address, smart contract ABI and smart contract source code to user through a secure channel. User can verify the smart contract that deployed on the Ethereum blockchain(Verification through the Verify Contract Code provided by Ethers can [44] ).
• Encrypt:
DO selects a keyword set kw from the file F, randomly selects AES key K from the key space, computes CT F = Enc K (F), where Enc K (F) denotes using AES algorithm to encrypt F, the encryption key is K . DO uploads the ciphertext CT F to IPFS, records the file location h location returned by IPFS. 2) KeyEncrypt(PK , K , h location , P) → CT md : DO computes CT l = Enc K (h location ). In order to encrypt the AES key K under the access policy P, DO computes
where
embeds CT md into transaction TX ct , and broadcasts TX ct to the Ethereum blockchain. when transaction has been approved, record the transaction id txid and corresponding key K 1 . The length of txid and
• TokenGen( kw, SK s ) → token: DU computes the shared key based on DO s Ethereum public key. DU reads transaction data from Ethereum blockchain, decrypts it to obtain secret key SK s and SK d , then computes token = F( kw||0, K s ). DU invokes smart contract with token as arguments.
• Test(token, index) → result: The smart contract first judges whether the user is an authorized user, and if not, rejects the search; otherwise, the search result result = (S txid , S k1 ) is performed according to the token, here S txid is encrypted txid set and S k1 is corresponding encrypted K 1 set. Return result to user.
•
. DU reads transaction txid j data from the Ethereum blockchain, and computes (CT K , CT l ) = Dec K 1 j (CT md ), where Dec K 1 j (CT md ) denotes using AES algorithm to decrypt CT md , the decryption key is K 1 j . DU first checks whether his attributes set S P, and if not, returns ⊥ and reads the next transaction data; otherwise, DU computes σ P = i∈I P σ i , then AES key K is recovered as
,
The security proof and correctness verification of the ABE scheme please refer to literature [38] .
B. SMART CONTRACT DESIGN
In this section we mainly introduce the smart contract related interface and algorithm logic used in this paper. In the Ethereum smart contract is programmed by solidity language [45] , there are special variables and functions which always exist in the global namespace and are mainly used to provide information about the blockchain.
In this paper, we mainly use the following special variables:
msg.sender: sender of the message or transaction (current call). When the smart contract is deployed, it is the address of the contract creator, and when the smart contract is called, it is the address of the smart contract caller.
msg.value: number of wei sent with the message. For subsequent use we use $msg.value to represent the number of wei attached to a message and $cost to represents a fixed number of wei. 1 ether = 10 18 wei. tx.origin: sender of the transaction (full call chain). When an external own account EOA calls the smart contract and another smart contract is called in the smart contract, a call chain is formed, saying that the EOA is tx.origin.
1) DATASHARING CONTRACT
The smart contract is deployed by DO and we call it the dataSharing contract.
dataSharing Contract Initialization: This process defines some variables of the contract when the contract is created.
1) The dataOwner variable of address types, which defines the address of the DO.
2) The authorizedUsers variable of mapping types, which defines a mapping collection from authorized user address to a bool value. the DO can add, modify, delete the collection through the relevant function interfaces of the contract.
3) The Index variable of mapping types, which defines a mapping collection from encrypted keyword indexs to related information. the DO can add, modify, delete the collection, and the authorized user can read the collection through relevant function interfaces of the smart contract. The dataSharing contract mainly provides the following seven function interfaces:
addUser(newUserAddress): This function can only be executed by the contract's creator(DO). Each time the user sends a registration request to DO along with his identity certificate(this can be done with a secure out-of-band channel), after authenticating the user's identity, the user's EOA is authorized through this function.
Algorithm 4 deleteFile
Input: keywordIndex, txid In the Ethereum smart contract, the return value of the nonconstant function can only be obtained through logs event. Therefore, in the above dataSharing contract, the search results returned by the search function can only be obtained through events. However, if data users directly use events to obtain search results, there are security risks. Ethereum events are viewable by anyone, so someone can listen to events and effortlessly get some results. To address this problem, we designed another smart contract. The contract was deployed by a data user. the data user invoked the search function of the dataSharing contract, and saved the search results in the contract. Only the data user have the right to view search results, thus solving this problem. We call this contract the dataUser contract.
dataUser CONTRACT INITIALIZATION: This process defines some variables of the contract when the contract is created.
Algorithm 6 Search
Input: This function can only be executed by the contract creatr(DU ). Through this function, the DU can be called locally to obtain the results of the search, and others cannot see this process.
VI. PERFORMANCE AND SECURITY ANALYSIS A. PERFORMANCE TEST
We implemented a prototype to analyze feasibility and performance of the scheme. The specific configuration of experimental platform and experimental environment is: intel core i7-4790@3.60GHz processor, 4GB RAM, and the system is ubuntu 16.04LTS. The programming language is C++ and solidity.
In the ABE program, we use the cryptography library Miracl [46] . The selected curve is Cocks-Pinch curve, the security level is AES-80, the number of user attributes is 3, the hash function H 0 and H 1 is the function in Miracl library, and the pseudorandom function F is SHA256. When we conducted the experiment, the gasPrice was set to 2Gwei, where 1Gwei = 10 9 wei = 10 −9 ether.
In our scheme, the time complexity of the search algorithm is O(1), which depends on the block generation time. Therefore, we mainly discuss the space cost of the algorithm.
In order to make data readable, we used BASE64 encoding and converting each part to the data field in the json format string, so the data was somewhat more bloated than the actual data. As shown in Table. 2, the system master key size are constant, and will not increase with the number of attributes. The size in the experiment is 208 bytes. The cost is $0.236. The size of the user's secret key is the largest. With the increase of the number of attributes, the size of the user's secret key will increase. Fortunately, the process only needs to be performed once for each user. When the number of attributes is 3, we measured the user's secret key size is 1088 bytes and the cost is $0.0791, the price is acceptable. Since we chose the ABE scheme with a constant ciphertext size, even if the number of attributes increases, the size of the ABE ciphertext will not increase, which is approximately 710 bytes and costs $0.0577.
The system master key only need to be distributed once. The user secret key needs to be distributed once for each data user. For each shared file, the ABE ciphertext needs to be stored once. We can charge a fixed fee from each user who successfully searched for the corresponding result in the dataSharing contract to help the data owner pay for the relevant storage fees. For the smart contracts used to store encrypted keyword indexs and search, we deployed it on the Ethereum official test network Rinkeby. Some of the smart contracts costs measured by the experiment are shown in Table. 3 and Table. 4 below: In Table. 3, the costs of some operations of the smart contract are listed, and multiple executions costs of these operations is almost unchanged. The dataSharing contract creation and dataUser contract creation operations are performed only once and the costs is $0.9541 and $0.4410, respectively. When a user joins the system, an addUser operation needs to be performed; when a user is removed from the authorized set, the removeUser operation needs to be performed. The two operations performed costed $0.0370 and $0.0119, respectively. When the search operation was successfully executed, the user need to pay a fixed $cost to the dataSharing contract. In the experiment, we set $cost as 0.01 ether. Once in a while, the dataSharing contract creator can check the balance of the dataSharing contract. If it is greater than 0, the balance in the contract can be transferred to creator's EOA with the withdraw operation. In addition to the above operations, the costs of some operations will vary with the number of files, so we tested some of the costs under different number of files and listed in Table. 4. We built the encrypted keyword indexs for five different keywords and add number of files 1, 5, 10, 15, and 20, respectively. The addIndex, search, deleteFile, and deleteKeyword operations were tested and the results in Table. 4 and Fig. 5 were obtained. As can be seen from Table. 4 and Fig. 5 , with the increase of the number of files, the costs of these four operations increase accordingly. Among them, the addIndex operation increases almost linearly with the increase of the number of files, and the costs for adding five files for one keyword is about $0.2424. The search operation increases as the number of files corresponding to the search keyword increases, and the costs of returning the five search results is approximately $0.2303. When we test the deleteFile operation, we delete the first file record under different keywords. At this time, the smart contract needs to perform the most operations. That is, delete the first file record under each keyword at this time. The costs is the largest. When the number of files is 5, the costs of deleting the first file record is approximately $0.0579. With the increase in the number of files, the costs of the deleteKeyword operation increases, and deleting a keyword with 5 file records costs about $0.0293.
B. SECURITY AND PRIVACY ANALYSIS
In our paper, combining the Ethereum blockchain, the decentralized storage system IPFS, attribute-based encryption (ABE) mechanism, and smart contract technology, we gain more benefits than data storage and sharing in traditional cloud storage systems. In this section, we will discuss the benefits, security, and privacy of this scheme.
1) DATA OWNERS CONTROL THEIR OWN DATA
In our solution, there is no need for a trusted PKG, and data owners have the ability to distribute keys for users as needed to achieve fine-grained access control. In the traditional ABE scheme, we need to assume that the cloud storage server will perform operations such as storage, transmission, and search honestly to ensure the availability of data. In a decentralized storage system, there is no need to trust storage nodes, and the reliability and availability of data is guaranteed by smart contracts, etc.
2) AVOID SINGLE POINT OF FAILURE
In our solution, compared with the traditional cloud storage, the decentralized storage system IPFS that we adopted can solve the single point of failure problem. Its redundancy backup technology Erasure coding, Proof of Replication and Filecoin incentives ensure data reliability and availability. At the same time, IPFS is running in the peer-to-peer manner, using DHT routing technology and BitTorrent technology, with higher data throughput and lower prices.
3) SEARCH FAIRNESS
In traditional scheme, we need to rely on cloud service providers to honestly perform search operations and return corresponding results. However, cloud service providers may return erroneous results or do not return results to save resources, etc., resulting in users paying for services but unable to enjoy services. In this paper, we proposed scheme to ensure the fairness of the search process through smart contracts. Smart contracts can perform search operations honestly and according to predefined logic, and return corresponding results.
4) SECURITY AND PRIVACY
In the IPFS, large files are chunked and stored on different storage nodes. The files we want to share are encrypted using AES algorithm and stored in IPFS storage nodes. The storage nodes can only see a part of ciphertexts and cannot obtain any information of the files. The encryption key of the file is first encrypted by the ABE algorithm, then encrypted with the AES algorithm together with other information (file location hash ciphertext) and stored on the blockchain. After encryption by the ABE algorithm and AES algorithm, although anyone can see the ciphertext information, a user whose attribute does not meet the access policy cannot decrypt the file encryption key, and cannot download the encrypted file from IPFS. So we achieved fine-grained access control over data. It can be said that as long as the Ethereum blockchain network and the ABE scheme are safe, the proposed scheme is safe.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
At present, traditional cloud storage may cause users data to be unavailable due to force majeure factors (such as natural disasters, government censors, etc.). The ABE technology and searchable encryption technology on ciphertext are important technologies for solving data privacy and finegrained access control problems. However, the traditional ABE solution always requires the existence of a trusted private key generator(PKG). The private key generated by the PKG for the users is not flexible enough, and may result in key abuse, disclosure of users data, etc. Traditional searchable encryption schemes require the cloud server to perform search operations honestly, but in actual applications, the cloud server may return incorrect results or even no results to save resources.
The decentralized storage approach can solve single point of failure in traditional cloud storage systems. At the same time, compared to centralized storage, it also has a series of advantages such as low price and high throughput. In this paper, we study the data storage and sharing problems in decentralized storage systems and propose a framework that combines the decentralized storage system IPFS, Ethereum blockchain, and attribute-based encryption (ABE) technologies. In this framework, no trusted PKG is needed. The data owner has the ability to distribute secret key for users, and encrypts his data under specified access policy to achieve fine-grained access control over data. At the same time, based on the smart contract on the Ethereum blockchain, the keyword search function in the ciphertext of the decentralized storage system is implemented, and the problem that the cloud server does not return results or return wrong results in the traditional cloud storage is solved. In addition, we provide a test case study. Through experimental simulations, we analyze experimental data and demonstrate the rationality and feasibility of the scheme.
However, our scheme does not implement the functions of user's attribute revocation and access policy update. This is our next research direction.
APPENDICES
The dataSharing contract and the dataUser contract was deployed on the Rinkeby Testnet of Ethereum with the following address:
DO account address: 0x92a840C7f4AAb93418eE035F 94B719CfA93ea049 DU account address: 0x11969FdCC5eEF405a51F57EC 6d9Ce9eDe7716bcF dataSharing contract address: 0x3ca4b656E24D45Fc1A 5f408BF5Ac1b9F3EF05F1F dataUser contract address: 0xafdBCe7575143ddff0e348 74bc95812EA620EccD
Using these address, the transactions can be seen at: https://rinkeby.etherscan.io/.
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